The article considers the plot about "the severed head" used by N. Gumilev 
Methods
The methodological basis of the research is determined by the unity of historical and literary, comparative and structural approaches. by Ch. Leconte de Lisle (1919) , but the translation was not published, but stored in the Russian State Literature Archive in L.V. Gornung's Fund (Gumilev) . "It contains numerous translations by Gumilev from different languages including French, which the public is not familiar with.
These are not original texts: we mean the materials that… Luknitsky found in the holders of "World Literature" and copied before the Publishing House was eventually close" (Latstsarin, 2012) . behind your neck)") (hereinafter, the interlinear translation is ours -E.K.). In the first case,
Leconte de Lisle uses the word "col", the main two meanings of which are "a collar" and "a bottleneck; a neck, narrowing". Of course, in the context "ton beau col", the concept of "a neck"
becomes the prevailing one -"прекрасная шея"
(the beautiful neck) of the sweetheart. In the second case, the main direct meaning is taken:
"le cou" (neck). But in the Russian translation it is better to say "hands behind one's head", therefore the word "neck" is somewhat moved aside, but in the original text by Leconte de Lisle it is quite clear. Gumilev weakens the association even more, mowing the meaning aside, he writes, "руки раскидав слегка" (having sprawled her hands) (Gumilev) . But in the first case the image is even strengthened by comparison, "Убор тебе, о красота, / На шею стройную, как ваза"
In the final part, the action takes place at the "Berceau que la tombe a fait creux!" (Gautier, 1989 ) ("The cradle like the grave is created hollow!"). Translating "The Toys of the Dead" by Gautier, Gumilev sharpened the contraposition of the later verse: "И гроб обидел колыбель" (Gautier, 1989) .
It is no coincidence that Leconte de Lisle calls the mast "a cradle": being a pole, it becomes "a ladder for the soul" of the murdered heroine, the beginning of her new life. M. Eliade wrote that "in some Malay tribes they stuck poles into graves ... thus offering the dead to leave the grave and ascend to the Heavens" (Eliade) . The Malays also stored the heads of their enemies on the poles, "they treated heads as if they were still alive, and as if it was still the vessel of the soul" (Davie) . The love for the dead in "The Malay
Pantums" appears to be stronger than the love for the alive:
C'était le destin, je t'aimais! Que je meure afin que j'oublie! L'abîme s'ouvre pour jamais (Leconte de Lisle).
Таков был рок, ведь я любил.
Пока я жив, забыть нет силы.
Провал бездонный зев открыл
The image uniting beauty and death makes the hero to give up life and choose the depths of the sea as the symbol of his eternal love.
In Reverseau (Reverseau, 1972) .
It is the motif of the severed head that is In "The Strayed Tram" there is an executioner ("в красной рубашке, с лицом, как вымя"), the colour of his shirt is oxymoronly combined with a sign: "кровью налитые буквы / Гласят: 'Зеленная'" (Gumilev, 1988) . In the poem "Sudan" from the collection of works "The Tent" the executioner will also appear in the same clothes "Толстогубый, с лоснящейся кожей, / Черный, словно душа властелина, / В ярко-красной рубашке палач" (Gumilev, 1988) . Let us note how the mystical origins in "The Strayed Tram" are enhanced: an ornamental executioner from "Sudan" loses his effective appearancefrom a thick-lipped, sleek black man he turns into a faceless image of Death.
"The negative assessment of blood (even shed) is the only case in Gumilev's works", L. Allen notes. "Gumilev was not confused by red, the colour of blood. This colour has always fascinated him, having some hypnotic effect on his imagination" (Allen, 1989) . And its combination with green, and not even the colour, but its essence (it is the name of the grocery store), partly displaces the accents. In the poem "Childhood", the poet wrote, "Людская кровь не святее / Изумрудного сока трав" (Gumilev, 1988) . The juice of grass in "The Strayed Tram" is replaced with the human blood, moreover, with the blood of the poet himself. Substitution of cabbage for the human head is made, apparently, by association with another tale by Hauff "The Dwarf Nose". This was mentioned by
It is no coincidence that the hero of "The Strayed Tram" sees his own death. Herewith, let us give a comment. In our studies of Gumilev's works we analyzed the features of the "sea fantasy" in his lyrics and examined in detail "the sea story" in "The Strayed Tram" (see : Kulikova, 2009; Kulikova, 2009a; Kulikova, 2011) . Critics and researchers of the poet's works mentioned the motifs of ghost ships Gumilev's lyrics, noting similarities with the fantastic images of Edgar Allan Poe, symbolic dreams of Ch. Baudelaire, impressionistic images of A. Rimbaud, stiff and "courageous" verses by Rudyard Kipling. This topic was mainly covered in the microcycle "Captains", collections "Romantic Flowers" and "Pearls".
We believe that it is necessary to expand the usual scope of Gumilev's "sea fantasy", 
Results
Thus, we have outlined Gumilev's interest in the plot of "the severed head" in the works by Leconte de Lisle and Baudelaire. We believe that it is no coincidence that he uses it in one of his most brilliant poems, "The Strayed Tram".
Translation of French authors shows the attention
Gumilev paid to this subject. It seems as the Russian poet "considers" the motif, "tries" it, using it first in the borrowed verses, and finally creates an image in his own text considering the lyrical hero to be a victim, imagining his own death. Literary and narrative implications 
